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Barry contemplates running
D.C. Mayor Marion Barry, whose
IO-week drug and perjury trial ended
Fridaywith a mistrial on 12 of 14 counts,
is said by friends to be close to declaring
an independent run for the City Council.
If so, he must make up his mind to
change hi party affiliation by midnight
Monday. The mayor must also wait and
see if U.S. Attorney Jay Stephens will
choose to retry him.

Group wants Nike boycott
Operation PUSH is calling for a
boycott of Nike Inc., that come after
Nike refu ed to open its books to PUSH,
questioned PUSH about its relationship
with Reebok International Ltd., and requested information on PUSH's finances
and practices. PUSH has been trying to
examine Nike's minority employment

~~~~~:dc~:~:i::~sdealingswith

Amy Pittenger, The Guardian

Gasllne and road repair work outside of Fawcett Hall are expected to continue until the start of Fall quarter.

Middle Eastern WSU students are worried
lem is an Arab, not each Arab is a
Moslem, and being an Arab does not
make it right to invade another Arab
land.
Bu-Khalaf said he thinks Saddam
The repercussions of the Iraqi
Hussein
is "definitely" an evil man. "He
invasion of Kuwait are acutely felt
calls for a holy war. and he is not even
worldwide, and Wright State students
holy," Bu-Khalaf said. Hussein uses his
from the Middle East are watching
influence to scare people. he explained.
developments with particular interest.
Bu-Khalaf, a sophomore computerAbdullah Bu-Khalaf, a member of
engineering major, called for something
the WSU Moslim Student Organizavery worried. almost numb.
more than just a pull-out from Kuwait by
tion, has been living in the United
"At first I thought American intervention Iraq. "The invasion could happen again,"
States for a year. He has a family in
was not necessary, but now I believe it is
he warned.
Kuwait, and he has not heard from
the best way to defend Kuwait," Bu-Khalaf
Bu-Khalaf does not know how long he
them since the day of the invasion.
said, adding that some Arabians may be
will be able to stay in the United States.
Bu-Khalaf said that when he last
afraid that the Americans will not leave.
He has an "F-1 visa" which he thinks will
spoke with his father in Kuwait, the
Said Bu-Khalaf: "We need not one Arab allow him to work in this country if he
line was cut off at about 12:30 EST, on
nation, _b ut one Islamic nation. I would like can't pay for school.
the day of the invasion.
Bu-Khalaf described himself as
that." He explained that while each Mossee "Students" on page 14

Thomas Gnau
Oil firms lowering gas prices assistant news editor
Oil companies are backing down
from last week's gasoline price hikes.
Expect to pay a nickel or dime a gallon
less than you did last week for gasoline.
Some oil companies have cut prices to
retailers.

Smoking law considered
A Los Angeles City Council committee Monday takes up what would be the
USA' s toughest anti-smoking law. It
would ban smoking in restaurants and
bars. Health officials are applauding.
Restaurant and tobacco industry officials
are fuming.
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Aging grant awarded
WSU assistant professor of psychology Dr. Pamela
Tsang has received a grant for $90,000 from theNational
Insitute on Aging to study aging and pilot time sharing.
Grant proposals were reviewed by two panels who
evaluated their scientific merit and detennined the amount
of the grant, according to Tsang.
Tsang has conducted graduate research in aviaition
psychology and earned her doctorate at the University of
Illinois, Champagne-Urbana. She plans to use the grant "to
look at the effects of aging on complex human perfonnance
such as deci ion making, memory, and probl m solving
kiU ."

past two years, and will provide an additional 2,000 square
feet of space.
The added space will accomodate quiet study areas, a
periodical reading room, a faculty/staff reading room and a
preview room for video tapes.Also added to the library
were a larger work room area as well as a conference room
that will be available for community use.
The old library had no seperate study areas and not a
large area for testing and browsing.

with individual sessions ranging in price from $200 to

$400.
Infonnation may be obtained by contating the CPA
review coordinator, Dr. Nabil Hassan, at 873-2377.

Fire decals available
Aviation society established

Window decal are now available that direct firefighters to a room where a di abled person may be.
The flourescent decals can save precious time
during a fire emergency, and are manufactured by
the same company that provides decals that warn of
the presence of children or animals in a house.
A set of three decals are available by sending a
self-addressed, stamped envelope and $2.00 to : Pet
Alert/Child Alert, P.O. Box 11306, Chicago, Illinois
60611.

The WSU Library and the Department of Archives and
Special Collections have recently established the Huffman
Prairie Chapter of the American Aviation Historical
Society.
Meetings will take place the first Monday of each
Alcohol advertising seems negative
month, except for September's meeting which will be held
A continuing study by WSU professor Gordon L. Wise · on the tenth due to Labor Day, and will be held in room
has shown that consumer attitudes toward advertising of
401 of the University Library at 7:30 p.m.
alcoholic beverages are becoming increasingly negative.
Secretary-Treasurer Ritchie Thomas said meetings will
Wise, WSU professor of marketing, compared results of focus on discussion of items of historical importance in
similar studies conducted in early 1989 and again in May of aviation, and will include films and tours such as the recent
this year.
tour of WSU's aviation archives.
Jeffers to lead student teachers
In the most recent study, more than 80 percent of the
Thomas said the group currently numbers 15, and added
Abe Jeffers will take office August 15 as the new
320 adults from the Dayton-Springfield area included in the that individuals interested in attending the meetings need
chairperson
of the NEA Advisory Commiuee of Student
sample agreed with the statement that "some fonn of
not belong to the national organization.
members,
according
to a press release from the NEA.
warning statement should be required in the advertising of
Jeffers was elected to the post at the annual leadership
all alcoholic beverages." The same question in 1989
conference of the NEA Student Program held earlier this
yielded a positive response of 67 percent
summer in Kansas City, Missouri.
Twenty-eight percent of area consumers agreed with the
The Program, begun in 1979, is composed of more
statement, "Congress should ban all fonns of advertising of
CPA course offered
than 45,000 college students who are studying to be
all alcoholic beverages," compared with a 21 percent
WSU will offer a two-month review course this fall for teachers.
agreement in 1989.
individuals planning to take the Certified Public AccountNEA President Keith Geiger said "the Student
ant (CPA) exam.
Program i an important part of the NEA. Abe Jeffer will
The course begins on Friday, Augu t 24, and variou
help us en ure continued quality in the future education
ses ions will be held through October 27 on Fidays from 6 workforce."
Lake campus library constructed
to 9 p.m ., and Saturdays from 9 a.m. until noon. Classes
Jeffers, 21, is a graduate of the University of Tenneswill be held in 148 Rike hall on the university's main
see and he will spend his two-year tenn at the national
campus.
headquarters of the NEA in Washington D.C. He will be
WSU Lake Campus has constructed a new library in
Areas of study include accounting theory and practice, responsible for, among other things, coordinationg NEA's
Trenary Hall that will open in the Fall of 1990.
auditing, and business law. Cost of the full course is $600, activities on college campuses nationwide.
The new library has been in the planning stages for the

State News
Life support no longer a family matter
Staff
In June of this year,
the U.S. Supreme Court,
in a landmark ruling,
decided that states have
the right to prevent
individuals from withdrawing life support from
family members who
suffer irreversible brain
damage or live in a permanent unconscious state.

their wishes in a living
Ohio Senator David
will .
Hobson, introduced legisBy definition, living
lation that would provide
wills specify under what
a mechanism in Ohio allowing individuals to state drastic conditions a
person wants to be kept
their wishes on the
alive. Under the legislasubject of life support in
tion, a competent adult
a recognized legal documay provide directions
ment known as a "Ii ving
regarding his desire to
will." If the legislation is
decline certain forms of
approved, Ohio will join
medicaal care when he is
41 other states that
currently give citizens the in a terminal condition, a
option of documenting
see "famlly" on page 14
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.Presidential awards presented to WSU staff
The fallowing is a list of
recipients of presdential
awards that were inadvertently left from a story in
last week's Guardian.

Excellence In creativity

Excellence In service

Joseph Bitzko, a
Patricia Jones, adminislaboratory manager in
trative a~istant in WSU's
WSU's Chemistry departPublic Safety department,
ment, has received the
has received the President' s
President' s Award for
A ward for Excellence in
Service.
Excellence in Creativity.
Excellence In
Bitzko prepares in-class
Jones has served as a
human relations
chemistry demonstrations
department coordinator of
Lee Guild, word
and chemistry shows which
the WSU United Way and
processing specialist in
travel to area schools. A
Campus Scholarship
WSU's Department of
colleague says that Bitzko's
campaign. She is also a
Health, Physical Education
and Recreation, has received innovative style allowed him member of wsu· s Public
to develop an inventory
Safety Advisory Committee
the President's Award for
and a past member of the
system
for
chemicals
and
Excellence in Human
equipmen~ write a lab
Classified Staff Advisory
Relations.
Council.
operations manual, and
Guild has trained
In addition to worlting
faculty members on comput- design a modular system for
for WSU in a variety of
ers and has contributed to the packing and transporting
ways, Jones has had some of
materials for off-campus
department's move to the
her poetry published.
chemistry demonstrations.
EJ. Nutter Center.
Bitzko received his
Jones is a Wright State
Said Guild: "It is nice
University graduate, having
bachelor's and master's
to have the support of your
degrees from the University
earned both a bachelor's
office; it makes you feel
degree and a master's degree
of Pittsburgh.
special."

at Wright State.

Excellence In creativity

work with took the time and
effort to nominate me; it
made me feel proud."
Rife received his
bachelor's degree in
computer science from
WSU, and he is currently
working on his master's in
financial administration.

Scott Rife, a senior
programmer/analyst in
WSU's Computing Services
Office, has received the
President' s Award for
Excellence in Creativity.
Rife is responsible for
the computer systems in
Excellence In
human relations
accounts payable and
Theresa Grenzebach,
financial accounting and was
assistant director of WSU's
part of the team that created
and implemented the Billing Conferences and Continuing
Accounts Receivable
Education Office, has
System.
received the President's
Rife said, "I was
A ward for Excellence in
surprised to learn that I won
Human Relations.
the award because there are a
Grenzebach acts as
number of individuals in
official hostess to a number
computing services that
of events sponsored by the
university, and coordinates
deserved the award just as
much as I did. I'm really
and plans activities on and
off campus.
thankful that the people I

"It was quite an honor
to receive the award. The
award makes me enjoy my
job even more," said
Grenzebach.

Excellence In
human relations
Joy Heishman, printing
production supervisor at
Wright State's inhousePrinting Services department, has received the
President's Award for
Excellence in Human
Relations.
Heishman' s nominators
say she makes everybody
believe their needs are
important.
"I was very surprised,
delighted and felt honored
when I was told that I was a
recipient of the award,"
Heishman said.

Ombudsman ready for new school year
Thomas Gn au
assistant news editor

tion, and what Stanton terms a "flat-out discrimination" case.
Stanton said he doesn't feel that racism is becoming m ore o f a problem at WSU. He said he
feels that a university is a "garden of hope," w here
racial and sexual d iscrimination can be put to an
end.
Stanton said he hopes to have an assistant by
fall quarter, and he is looking forward to rei suing
the ombudsman office's quarterly news letter, The
liaison . Stanton described the newsletter which
- John Stanton
was not issued during the last academic year as a
WSU Ombudsman
forum for tracking trends in university problems.
Said Stanton: "The newsletter is mostly for the
staff and faculty."
Stanton believes the ombudsman office will be
made more efficient by a new computer system. With this computer, said Stanton,
cases can be indexed and tracked, and trends will more easily perceived.
Stanton is extending an invitation for students to come down to his office at 192
Allyn (near the student lounge) "just to talk if they want." Said Stanton, "Even if a
problem doesn't seem important, we can at least discuss it. It's my job to help
present options." The phone number for the ombudsman office is 2242.

A university is a " garden
-of hope," where racial and
sexual discrimination
can be put to an end.

The new Wright State ombudsman, sophomore
John Stanton, describes himself as someone whosolves problems, an "advocate for the system," and he
says the o m bud man office is a place where people
can go when they feel there is no one eL e to turn.
"I facilitate problem olving and I mediate disputes," Stanton said, adding that hi mediations are
non-bindin g.
"An effective ombudsman needs to be an able communieator, a good listener, someone who has extensive
knowledge of the university, and someone who is
outgoing and extroverted," aid Stanton.
The om budsman office is there for any member of the WSU community, but
Stanton said mostly students eek help from the office. Stanton aid most of his
cases are grade disputes of ome sort.
Stanton, a marketing major, is surprised at how busy his office is at this time of
the year. R ight now, he has no assistant and is handling five cases. Among the
cases is a readmission petition, a grade dispute based on suspected racial discrimina-

First Hispanic college fratern ity opens in Arizona
Gabriela C. Rico
©Copyright 1990, USA
TODAY/Apple College
Information Network

The 17 members of the
first Hispanic college
fraternity in Arizona are
&earing up to celebrate
their first year with the
University of Arizona in

Tucson, Ariz., after the
dean of students recently
gave official recognition
to their organization.
While O mega Delta P hi
will be open to all students, there will be a
special emphasis on the
concerns of the Hispanic
community, says Steven
Vasquez, administrative

vice president of the
fraternity.
Although communi ty
support has been strong ,
the fraternity ha s
encountered some criticism, he says.
"We've been told,
'You' re trying to create an
elite Hispanic group,' and
that's not our purpose at

all," Vasquez says.
"We've told people ... our
purpose is in te gratio n,
retention and support."
"All fratern ities have
that certain edge on where
they draw their members,
and that ' s what we focus
on," adds David M. Gil,
internal vice president of
the fraternity. "It draws in

a lot of minorities that
would not be invo lved in
the Greek system ."
Because the Greek
system traditionally has
been dominated by
Anglos, Omega Delta Phi
is hoping to end some of
the "strong apprehension"
felt by minorities toward
approaching fraternities.

The U A chapter of
Omega Delta Phi will
beco me the third of its
kind na tionally. The other
two chapters are at Texas
Tech in Lubbock, Texas,
and at the University of
Texas-El Paso.
Vasquez says other
institutions, such as New
see''Students" on page 13
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Professors challenge board Of trustees
Bob Partlow

violated other state rules
governing the college, have
ignored expressed faculty
Information Network
concerns about Olander and
have taken power away from
the faculty.
OLYMPIA - Some
They also say morale
professors at The Evergreen
among professors at TESC
State College have joined
is low and that Olander must
the country· s oldest and
large t professors· associachange his style for condition to challenge the way the tions to improve. Local
AAUP chapter President
board of trustees and
Paul Mou called the campus
administration are running
"strife-ridden."
the college.
"It seems to me the
In a Jett.er to the trustee •
leader of the local Ameriatmosphere among my
can A sociation of Univercolleagues has gotten more
militant and more negative
ity Profe sprs charge the
college has illegally renewed lately," he said. 'Tm a little
bit dazed. I see people
the contract of embattled
gett.ing active and involved
President Joseph Olander.
That makes the college
and very upset and rm
amazed."
subject to huge financial
liability if Olander is fired,
''I've been at Evergreen
they said.
for 18 years and I'd say the
morale has never been lower
Local leaders of the
than it was this last year,"
association also charge the
board and Olander have
said professor Tom Rainey,

©Copyright 1990, USA
TODAY/Apple College

to discuss Olander's contract union, but it fights for
and might make a formal
professors on issues of
decision on it today, Boyd
academic freedom and
faculty roles in helping
said.
Olander has been under
govern the college.
fire since June 1989, when
Among the local
he began the termination of chapter's complaints:
·Kay Boyd
- A lack of consultathen-Provost Patrick Hill.
Trustee chairwoman
tion as required by state
In December, two
rules when Hill was let go.
profe ors charged Olander
- The hiring of an
with deliberately falsifying
his credentials, charges
interim provost without
another AAUPleader.
demoralized and will
following legal procedures.
Olander denied. The board
Mott said at least 50
continue to be. But I think
- Ignoring a February
has stood by him.
professors have asked to join the majority of them are
faculty resolution citing
An August renewal of
"and that's without any kind gett.ing on with the business
Olander's contract would go great mistrust in Olander by
of membership drive."
the taxpayers are paying
"an overwhelming majority
against the wishes of a
them to do."
About 170 full-time profesof faculty."
sors work at Evergreen.
The professors insi t the unanimous June 27 faculty
- Ignoring the June 27
resolution saying his
Trustee Chairwoman
renewal is illegal and their
evaluation should wait until faculty resolution.
Kay Boyd of Lacey disputes leuer - also sent to the
- Using a small
the faculty returned from
the college has taken any
college att.orney - is a
faculty committee to get
summer break.
illegal actions, including
"warning" that future costs
faculty decisions without
Boyd said faculty
renewing Olander' s contract. to the college to buy out
going to the professors as a
Rules to which the profesOlander's contract must not opinions of Olander were
whole.
actively sought by the
come out of the academic
sors refer on renewal have
(Bob Partlow is chief of
administration and board
changed, she said.
budget, he said.
the
Gannett News Service
The board met in closed- this summer.
She added: "I think some
in Olympia, Wash.)
bureau
The
AAUP
is
not
a
door session Tuesday night
of the faculty members are

"I think some of the faculty
members are demoralized
and will continue to be."

Campus Watch
needs participants
Thomas Gnau
assistant news editor
The Department of Public Safety i asking members of
the WSU community to get involved with its new crime
prevention/awareness intiative called Campus Watch.
According to WSU Sergeant Connie Avery, Campu
Watch has had a slow going so far, but the program is till
new to WSU and the new academic year has yet to begin.
"We started on July 11," said Avery. "It i our goal to
get a representative on every floor of every building on
campus."
Campu Watch is similiar to many neighborhood watch
programs, according to Avery. People, called "representative " by Sgt Avery. volunteer to watch for and report any
suspicious activity in their area
The Public Safety Department trains representatives,
and anyone else who cares to learn, on crime-prevention
techniques and what they need to look out for.
Sgt. Avery said that WSU is not seeing any particular
increase in crime, but certain community changes are
making Campus Watch desirable and useful.
"Our student population is increasing every year,"
Avery noted. "The Nutter Center will bring many people
to the campus who aren't related to Wright State. And
we're not really rural anymore."
Avery said that it was the Public Safety Department's
goal to move the campus "from a reactive to a pro-active
status."
Avery said that everyone-faculty members, staff, and
students-is invited to participate in the security program.
And people do not have to be area representatives to take
part in Campus Watch. They may simply attend the
representative meetings and learn about crime prevention if
they wish, said A very.
There will be a second representative meeting next
month, said Avery. Those interested may contact public
safety for further information.

Contact Your
Local Chapter.

+

American Red Cross
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Editorial
Unions and WSU management must work together
Con nie j. Hart
editor-in-chief
Recently I began to hear bits and pieces about the
possissbility of a union being established on this
campus for the staff support people who work for
Wright State University. A few days ago a newsletter
was delivered to our office from the Wright State
University/Communications Workers of America
Organizing Committee.
I read the conternts and became very interested in
possibility of a union organizing on the WSU campus.
I cannot say I am for or against a union organizing on
the WSU campus, but I do believe that employees
should be well represented and be able to have some
input into policies made by their employers.
I have been associated with a union before and I
experienced some of the benefits of having a union to
represent you as an employee and I experienced the
disadvantages unions can bring to employees if they
are careful.
Unions and managment should complement each
other. They need not be adversaries constantly at war
with each other. When unions and management are
unable to communicate and work together the people
who suffer the most are the employees -the very
people unions work to support and management works
to maintain.
Contract agreements between unions and management shoud set a precedent for the conduct of the
employee and a set of guidelines to help the employee
better understand the policies of management as well

HO\./ DO YOU
5PELL RELIEF
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as system of compensation for the employee's work
whtat is comfortable for the employees and managment.
But in the past years negotiations for union contracts has become a battlefield in which each side
both sides try to give up as little as possible to the
other. Somewhere, someone must lose. The worst
situations that occur are those where one or both sides
resort to violence or near militant acts. No ones wins

in these situations. Contempt is the only thing both
sides take home.
I hope that if a union is established on this campus, it will be accepted gracefully and that bot~ sides
entc.r into an agreement with fresh, open minds and
ears. The employees know better than anyone where
improvements are needed and most often they are
interested in making the work place something to be
proud of. The key is respect for one another.

Newspapers should provide both The Guardian
sides of all issues at all times
,_,.No. 4 Volunw 2&

Conn ie J. Hart
editor-in-chief
Newspapers exist to provide the reader with news
which is objective and acurate. The only place a newspaper or reporter is allowed to take sides is on the
editorial and opinion pages of the newspaper or in a
column that is labeled as an opinion piece. The ehically
ideal newspaper should objective and not take sides.
I have been taught by every journalist and journalism teacher that this is the status quo for good newspapers. So, I am amazed to learn about an organization
that helps students on campuses across America start
conservative newspapers. The reason students want to
form these newspapers is to offer an alternative from
the so called liberal newspapers already established.
I feel it may be very dangerous to begin labeling
newspapers as conservative and liberal. We run into
the problem of possibly censoring ourselves. Many may
argue this by asking , "How can we censor ourselves?"
The answer is that we censor ourselves by limiting our

-

..'J..t"•

point of view and reporting only what we want to in
the end.
It is true that you can tell what the beliefs of members
of a newspaper is through editorials and columns, but
personal opinions of the staff should not influence what
news is covered or how the news is covered.
No one can be completely or perfectly objective
about everything and no newspaper can possibly be
perfect 100 percent of the time either, but that is what
newspapers should strive for.
Labeling newspapers in any form also labels the readers, the issues covered, and the depth and complexity
of the issues covered. There was a time in history when
newspapers took sides with the intention of being labeled
so unpopular sides of issues were read and discussed.
The American Revolution was spurred on by these
newpapers and the people who wrote them. Through
this the right to freedom of speech was established.
Since the revolution papers have progressed and their
jobs have changed. The need to label papers according
to their political point of view is slightly disturbing.
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Features
Fast food.becomes fat
Ye , those famous,
great tasting fries we all
know and love will soon
be cooked in cholesterolfree 100% vegetable oil.
McDonald' ha put a lot
of th ught int thi deciion, backing it with more
than eight year of re carch
and cu t mer te
"The be t fren h frie in
the world have just gotten
better," Ed Ren i, president
of McDonald's U.S.A. said
in a press release, "Now
our customers can enjoy
the same great taste they've
known and loved for 35

~UUllUlC~

Staff
Have you ever thought about visiting a foreign
country? Well, if that country is India, a great chance is
coming in November.
Between November 1 and November 18, the Dayton
Chapter of the Friendship Force will have its first-ever
family-to-family exchange with India, and anyone is
eligible to go along as an ambassador. The basic cost will
be $1720 per person, including air fare for a six day stay
with a host family in New Delhi. For an additional fee,
individuals can opt to tour the rest of the country beginning November 10. Planned stops on the tour include the
Taj Mahal, Bombay, Jaipur, Aurangbad, Ranadpur and
Udaipur.
In the interview with Jeanne Comer, the exchange
director, she said that the Friendship Force's motto is "A
world of friends is a world of peace." The Dayton chapter
has been making friends worldwide since 1979. Among
)ther countries, the chapter has visited Columbia, South
Korea, the Soviet Union, England, Poland, Ireland,

"A world of friends is a
world of peace."
- motto of the Friendship Force

Czechoslovakia, Scotland, France, East and West Germany, China, Egypt, Switzerland, the Netherlands and
Australia.
Comer started the Dayton chapter after reading an
article about the Friendship Force in the "Wall Street
Journal." She called the international headquarters in
Atlanta, Georgia thus establishing Ohio's First chapter.
Later, three other chapters arose in Ohio, namely the Cincinnati, Central Ohio, and Northeast Ohio Chapters, and
Jeanne Comer became the regional advisor.
In addition to sending ambassadors to foreign countries, the Friendship Force hosts visitors from those
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years, but without any
cholesterol and with 45
percent less saturated fat
per serving. This means
that a small order of
McDonald's world famou
french fries is now lower in
aturatcd fat than a gla
f
2 percent lowfat milk."
McD nald' want t
keep p ce with i cu tomer's increasing interest
in nutrition, so they are
offering more nutritional as
well as tasty food. Since
January, McDonald's has
introduced no-fat, no
cholesterol apple bran
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Big bands
and war bonds
return to Columbus
---
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muffins and whole grain
cereal; replaced its regular
milk shakes and soft serve
ice cream with lowfat milk
hakes and lowfat yogurt:
witched from 2 percent to
1 percent lowfat milk; and
announced th t complete
nutrition and ingrcdi nt inf rmation will be po t d in
the lobby of every U.S. re taurant.
By the end of this year
all 8,300-plus U.S.
McDonald's restaurants
should be using vegetable
oil for their french fries and
hash browns.
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comer states, 'The friendship you make in the first week
is unbelievable." Comer added that her family has hosted
Soviets and Egyptians, and found it was almost as fun as
being an ambassador.
Having been both traveller and innkeeper, so to speak,
Comer said, "We all have the same needs," and she thinks
people all over the world are basically the same. The
group hopes that the recognition of these similarities will
contribute to world peace.
One thing that often is not the same is the language of
the hosts and the ambassadors. This usually is not a
problem, since the group usually has interpreters present
In addition to that, the ambassadors have a workshop
prior to any trip where they can learn the common
phrases they might need. Years of diligent study of a
host country's language is always helpful, but not critical.
An informational and sign-up meeting was held
Thursday, August 9, but space is still available. Anyone
interested should contact the Friendship Force of Dayton,
Ohio. P.O. Box 843, Mid-City Sta, Dayton, Ohio 45402.

August 18 and 19, The Festival of
American Culture will honor the 1940s.
The weekend celebration includes a free
film series, Exhibitions, performances and
talks. Workshops on "Broadway, Bop and
Rhythm and Blues," "Narrative & Race:
Breaking Free" and "American Scenes &
Symbols" are also ava ilable. though they
require a ten dollar pre-registration fee.
Films start at 11:00 a.m. Saturday with
"The Stork Market" a classic 40s cartoon.
The series continues all day and includes
"She Wore a Yellow Ribbon," "Air force"
and "Pearl Harbor." Besides the full length
features , no 40s movie experience woqld

be complete without cartoons, superheros,
and "March of Time" newsreels.
The performances include the cutting
edge of 40s music-the underground scene
that changed the shape of culture around the
world. Bands will also provide a variety of
big band, boogie woogie, bebop, blues, jitterbug. ballads, and broadway hits.
Finally, the talks and exhibitions will
include everything from art to air raid shelters, from the bomb to zoot suits. Every part
of 40s life will be on display.
For more information, contact the Columbus Cultural Arts Center, 139 W. Main
Street. (614) 645-7047
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Something strange is afoot
Gwendolyn Kestrel
F& E ass't editor
Thousands made a
pilgrimage to Mecca,
August 9-12. No, they did
not journey to the beautiful
city in Saudi Arabia, rather,
they went to the MECCA
Convention Center in
Milwaukee, Wisconsin.
If you were standing in
downtown Milwaukee, you
would have seen some
strange sights. A knight in
armor is striding beside a
barbarian woman. A space
alien is going into a Taco
Bell! A mysterious, cloaked
man is walking toward the
convention center. Some
strange game is afoot!
Every year Mecca plays
host to Gen Con Game Fair.
Thousands of people of all
ages go to this convention to
play games. What would

interest so many people?
Gen Con has a wide variety
of events. A costume
contest, an Art Show, Games
Auction, Guests of Honor
including fantasy and
science fiction author Robin
Bailey and artists, family
games, strategic battle
games, and role- playing
games.
What makes this gaming
convention different from
other types of conventions is
that, in addition to attending
seminars and looking at the
wares of over 130 venders,
you can actively participate
in events.
Over 1,000 events were
run. Players enjoyed classic
games like Monopoly,
Trivial Pursuit, Stratego and
Risk.
Those in the mood for
something a little more
unusual tried their luck and
skill at board games such as

Circus Maxim us by Avalon
Hill, a simulation of a
Roman Chariot race. If you
liked the excitement of the
race scene in the movie "Ben
Hur", you would love to play
the Circus Maximus board
game.
Both board games and
role- playing games usually
involve luck, rules and
excitement. With most
board games, everyone in
the group plays, striving to
move their pieces around the
board to win.
Role- playing games are
different. All the players
work together to solve the
adventure set out by one
person who does not play
but instead referees by
creating an adventure with
foes to be overcome and
problems to be solved.
Participants usually strive
toward some noble goal,
defeating evil and aiding

good.
Adventure games are not
always serious. In "It Came
from the Late, Late, Late
Show" by Stellar Games,
players take the parts of Bmovie actors, doing all the
silly things that characters
do in bad movies. News
flash: a demented ax
murderer has escaped. Of
course, you are appropriately stupid and walk home
alone, and follow the trail of
fresh blood. In this game
you can pick up skills such
as screaming and cheering
instead of combat skills.
New comers to the world
of gaming often feel that the
players actually hack at each
other with swords and act
out all the action. If that
were the case, then the
number of garners would
steadily decrease from.
casualties and death! All the
see "Gen Con" on page 13

Glen Miller returns to Dayton
Saturday, August 18,
the Airmen of Note
preform their eighth
"Tribute to the Major
Glenn Miller Army Air
Force Band."
During World War II,
Major Glenn Mi lier requested to be removed
from active duty to
organize a moral-boosting, military band. By
recruiting or transferring,
Miller was able to gather
together the finest musi-

cians.
One such musician
was Michael "Peanuts"
Hucko, who was pulled
out of an infantry unit to
play the clarinet with
Mill er. Hucko will
preform again on Saturday, this time as a
special guest.
The tradition of the
Glenn Miller Air Force
Band has continued since
the 50s through Airmen
of Note. Airmen of

Note, like Miller's band,
draws the finest musicians, though today it is
because the 17 member
ensemble is one of the
few touring, jazz bands
in the country.
The free concert will
begin at 7 p.m., though
people are encouraged to

come early and bring
their own blankets or
lawn chairs, since the
concert will be held
outdoors. If it should

rain, the concert will be
moved into the Air
Force Museum, and-as
often happened in World
War II- the band will
play among the airplanes.
Also on August 18,
the Air Force Museum
will be showing " The
Glenn Miller Story," a
1954 movie starring
James Stewart, June
Allyson and Airmen of
Note.

Local rails convert to trails
Soon, Yellow Springs and Xenia will be connected by a rail-turn-bike trail.
Recently the Ohio Department of Transportation
awarded a $1.75 million contract to Stargel Construction Company for the construction of a bike
trail out of an abandoned railroad right-of-way.
The ten foot wide, ten mile right-of-way runs from
Xenia to Yellow Springs. With a two to three
foot, grassy shoulder on either side, the trail will
also be perfect for horseback riding, or hiking.
The Xenia-Yell ow Springs bike path is just one
of many projects to convert old railroad tracks to
paths. The Ohio Chapter of the Rails-to-Trails
Conservancy hopes to develop an statewide, interlocking system of trails. Once finished, they claim
a person could ride a horse or bike from Cincinnati

to Cleveland without using any roads. To this
end, the Rails-to-Trails Conservancy has begun a
two-year, statewide planning process.
As part of this process, the conservancy plans
to identify existing rails and rail linkages that
could be converted into a trail system. They
plan to organize local support for the various
rail-trail conversions, and they plan to identify
any potential, legal or institutional obstacles to
their conversions. Then, all the information will
be compiled and distributed to influential persons
and key decision-makers across the state.
The Xenia-Yellow Springs ~rail should be finished by August 1991, and will be part of the
Little Miami Corridor-stretching from North
Springfield to Cincinnati.

I
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CCopyrlght 1990, USA TODAY/Apple College Information Network

Old Hollywood is revived
Moviemakers are orchestrating a revival of the
Hollywood musical. Rob Reiner and Stephen Sondheim are collaborating on a top-secret musical.
Guber-Peters Entertainment Company has optioned
the film rights to "Heart's Desire: A Musical in Four
Movements," for Broadway. And Hollywood Pictures
is developing "Johnny Come Home," about a young
singer who finally makes it.

Gloomy look is big
The gloomy look is big, according to Irma
Zandl, president of Xtreme, Inc., a youth marketing
and trend-tracking group. These pallid, ultra-thin kids
in menacing modes of black clothes, scary-boo skulls
and crosses are part of the market she dubs "Bleak
House Disillusionment." She says that skulls and
crosses come in three fashion statements: Heavy
metal; Gothic; and skateboarder.

Microwave novelty is fading ·
The novelty of numerous microwave-only foods
seems to be fading, according to Advertising Age
magazine. Some trends in microwave food sales:
Microwave dessert mixes are down 32 percent (for
the year ending in March); microwave instant potatoes are down 31 percent; and microwave frozen
pizza is down 16 percent. Reasons: don't taste good;
not convenient and heavily packaged.

New rap genre rapidly fading
Rap is invading new territory: gospel music.
This latest offshoot is called urban/contemporary
gospel, with inspirational or religious lyrics over
hard-driving beats. The genre is growing fast with
new releases from artists including Keith Staten,
Witness, Helen Baylor, Earth, Wind & Fire's Philip
Bailey and Lexi and Donna McElroy.

Divorce probability increasing
The probability of divorce for women who first ·
marry at ages 20 to 22 increased nearly 40 percent
between the 1970s and the 1980s, according to University of Wisconsin demographers. They say that
over half of men and more than two-thirds of women
who get divorced are married before the age of 25.

Students take longer to get BA
The average college graduate now spends
slightly more than five years earning a BA degree, up
from 4.5 years in 1972, according to Syracuse
·university researchers. They attribute this to astronomical college costs and more complex career .
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Cathy Vance
Staff

perform well as Giant and l

Shadow, gluing together
the other less dynamic personalitic .
To a long Ii t of acIn making a film about
c om p 1 i hments.
a Jazz arti t of the 80 •s,
1
mcluding: Joe's BedSpike has lead u lntO a
Study Barbershop: We
kinder world of jazz that
Cut Heads, The Answer
ve rs away from old racial
and Do the Right Thing,
injustice ~ . But, in leaving
Spike Lee adds his latest
jazz's harsh birthing be- 1
film, Mo' Better Blues.
hind, Lee has also sacriIn making this movie~
ficed a r~al story and a 1
Spike Lee did not want an
Denzel Washington and good movie.
1
Some of the "contrac- 1
echo of his past films that
Cyndia Wiiiiams.
would tereotype him as a
tions" that jazz artists
film maker with little verexperienced in the 1930's
satility. His intention was to make a less were segregated audiences, extremely
complicated movie, yet a good one with a low wages. back door entrancest and l
clear story line and meaning. With Mo' cheep traveling and sleeping arrangeBetter Blues, Lee has succeeded in getting men ts.
away from the hard-hitting, controversial
For instance~ Billie Holiday received
tylc of past film .
little pay to play in the Lincoln Hotel,
Mo' Better Blues i a movie that mixes and was forced to enter and leave through
black musicians, white agents, and the the kitchen. Also, while moving from
particular audience of jazz with the love ballroom to ballroom, she had to ride the
and commitment of family and relation- freight elevator.
Ella Fitzgerald was kept to an extenships.
Although the cinematography~ with its sively long contract, in which she re.zoom~m close· ups, stand out as eye-catch- ceived a mere $7 5 a week, e ven though
ing; the acting can only be described as she was already a tar who nightly packed
dedicated. Spike Lee and We ley Snipes

I

· see .. Blue$" on page 13

Jack
talks
about
Jakes

as he was last year
delighting kids as the
Joker in " Batman ."
" I believe that vulnerability is to be courted
within the work," he
says. "But once the work
is done, I'll leave and
avoid the response."
He departs satisfied
that he's done a good job
in his first directing
assignment
since 1978 's
Tom Green
"Goin' South." He is
©Copyright 1990, USA pleased with the sequel to
TODAY/Apple College
1974's "Chinatown," in
Information Network
which he's back as
gumshoe Jake Gittes, and
"The Two Jakes"
thinks the movie will
opened Friday, but Jack
erase negative buzz about
Nicholson was not
getting it made.
around.
"I'll probably be on
A first attempt at the
the Riviera," says the 53- sequel by Nicholson and
year-old superstar, who
two pals ("Chinatown"
producer Robert Evans
wants to be as hot this
summer in an adult film
and its writer, Robert

Towne) collapsed in 1985
just as filming was
starting. Towne, "Jakes" '
first director, reportedly
decided that Evan s
wasn't right to play the
other JaL. Ultimately ,
the role went to Harvey
Keitel.
"None of us ever
backed down on the
project," says Nicholson,
although a rift developed
in his 30-year relationship with Towne.
Nicholson deflects all
probing at the problems
that arose. "We flubbed it
for whatever the reasons
might be," he says.
The chances of the
three working together on
a third installment of
what Towne had conceived as a trilogy based
see "Jack" on page 13

Flatliners flirts with death

·- -- ---1

Jack Garner
©Copyright 1990, USA
TODAYI Apple College
Information Network

I
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Joel Schumacher's
"Flatliners" is an audacious, dark fable that gets
points for intense originality, but loses others for inappropriate stylization.
Kiefer Sutherland and
(Left to right) - Kiefer Sutherland, Kevin Bacon,
Julia Roberts co-star as
Wllllam Baldwin, Julla Roberts and Ollver Platt.
two of five medical
Other things happen
students who meet nightly dead for a few minutes,
during
their time in the
before
being
revived.
The
to conduct macabre
ideas about tunnels of light limbo immediately after
medical experiments with
the moment of death. They and seeming to float above death, however, and these
things come back to haunt
themselves fascinate the
are fascinated with the
med students, and they are the reckless med students
stories people have told
when they are revived in
eager to learn more.
who have been medically

see "Flatllners" on page 13
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Criminal hides in earth's center
Rich Warren
F&E Editor
Following the trail of
Jules Verne and Edgar Rice
Burroughs, Rudy Rucker
leads us on a twisting
journey to the center of the
earth .
"The Hollow Earth" is a
novel .>et in the 1830 .
With careful attention to
history , R ucker paint a
vivid picture of the PrcCivil War S uth, and then,
with a ingle gun hot, he
turns our past in idc out
A young lad, Mason
Algiers Reynolds, enters
Lynchburg to sell the
whisky his father distilled
during the winter. There the
yet-innocent lad falls prey
to the dark side of the
city-the whiskey money

stolen by a hotel prostitute.
In a desperate attempt to
regain his money, Reynolds
and his slave Otha try to rob
the hotel. Unfortunately,
the manager spots Reynolds. Frightened, the boy
runs into the stables. Shots
are fired. A young stable
hand dies.
Wanted for armed
robbery and murder,
Reynolds, Otha and their
dog Arf tow away on a
tobacco barge headed for
Ri ·hmond. Once there,
Reynold seeks out h1 idol
Edger Allen Poe and beg ·
for a job. While working as
Poe's printer, the boy
suddenly finds himself in
the middle of a half-mad
plan to journey to the center
of the earth-a plan that
includes counterfeiting
money, sailing to Antarc-

The places you visit and
the people you meet are
unlike any we know, yet
they seem familiar.
tica, and riding a balloon
over the ice plain .
With the world we know
b hind them, Reynolds,
Otha, Arf and Poe travel the
intcnor of the earth, moving
from trange land to strange
land. Finally, after living a
while in a giant flower and
being attacked by flying
ammonoids, the foursome
return home (sort of).
Rucker does a wonderful
job inventing new and
highly imaginative lands.

The place you visit and the
people you meet are unlike
any we know, yet they seem
familiar. People
verywhcre, even in the
center of the earth, have
imilar wants and need ;
and no matter how strange
their environment, people
will adapt to it.
Rucker's world is not
merely a blending of
strange ideas, it is a
combination of strange
cultures and quirky,

Fireside ,
Tales
Mary
Shepard
Moore,
author of
Fireside
Tales. She
ls now
retired and
an active
volunteer
In her

A book of short stories
which reflect the lifestyles
of blacks during the
20s and 30s

L-~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~ church.

Connie J. Hart
editor-in-chief
"Fireside Tales" is a small
booklet which does not seem
~ig enough to hold anyone's
mterest long enough to take
thetimetoreadit Butldid
take the time to read itand am
very glad.
Thebookisonly21 pages
long and contains only three
shon stories with some black
and white illustrations.

"Fireside Tales" is published
by New Day Press in Cleveland, Ohio. New Day Press is
a non-profit corporation
which publishes the prose,
non-fiction, and art work of
minority group members.
The intent of New Day Press
is for these writers and artists
to write and illustrate stories
about minorities and how they
have been part of American
history.
The Author of the stories
in "Fireside Tales" is Mary

Shenard Moore. Her stories
are all set in the late 1800s and
the early 1900s in the deep
south. The stories in "Fireside
Tales" deal with the experiences of life for blacks in the
south after the Civil War and
the kind of life blacks lived.
Moore, using the dialect of the
time period and region to
create a strong annosphere,
captures humor, fear, and
surprise in her stories about
average people.
The artwork is by Cliff

Clay. Clay is a nationally
known artistandan old west
historian. The four illustrations in this book are from his
"Back Down Home Series"
of paintings.
This book paints an
imaginative setting through
the use of the dialect and the
artwork. "Fireside Tales "
takes you back into the time
of the characters Moore has
written about. It is an
excellent book to read in a
quietcorner.

physical phenomena
thoughtfully mixed and
sculpted into a workable
whole. Rucker spent as
much effort fine tuning his
imaginary cultures as her
spent researching the
Pre-Civil War South. This
effort breaths life into the
book. It gives the book
credibility and realism,
weather he was wriLing
about Lynchburg, Virginia
or the Gian LFlowers on
Htrac.
Actually, Ruckcr's book
is as much an exploration of
human character as it is an
exploration of the earth
itself. Each of the characters began the journey with
an inborn view of life.
They knew their roles in
life-the rolls of slave,
farm boy, literary genius,
and pet Once the journey

began, however, those rolls
were blurred, and eventually eliminated. How the
characters adapted or failed
to adapt to these changes is
almost more interesting
than the tory itself.
Rudy Rucker is a
professor of Mathematics at
San Jose State University.
Acclaimed as one of the
founders of the cyberpunk
genre, Rucker ha al o
written "Software," "Wetware" and a ho rt tory
anthology, "Mathenauts."
While "The Hollow Earth"
is a considerable change of
tone and setting, it has all
the imagination and power
of Rucker's earlier works.
"The Hollow Earth: the
narrative of Mason Algiers
Reynolds of Virginia" will
be out in hardcover August

27.

Will Raiders and Nutter Center strike a perfect match?
Nathan Roach
Staff

tage as in the P.E.
building?
That's what we want
to do," said Gary Giles,
The Wright State
the sports information
basketball team was
nearly invincible at home director at Wright State
in the Phy ical Education Univer ity. "We want to
put the numbers up to
building la t season with
a 14-1 record (21-7
give u an advantage."
overall).
When asked why the
Can the Raider keep
Nutter Center is being
up that productivity in the built Giles replied,
"We've outgrown the
new Nutter Center?
"Can we have the
Physical Education
building. We've sold
same home-field advan-

4,000 season ticketswhich is more than the
Phys. Ed. building holds.
It gives the organization a
top class facility, one of
the best in the mid-west."
Gile explained that
the center is instrumental
for the athletic program _
"We need this facility
to accomplish what we
want to accomplish,"
Giles said. He is hopeful
that the facility can hold
the crowd for a Big Ten

competitive in division I."
team to face the Raiders.
When asked how the
Giles gave all the
teams will respond to the
credit to the coaches and
the administration. "When larger new facility, he
you look at how far we've believed that no added
come in 25 years, it blows pressure will be on them.
He said that in time it
your mind to think of the
will become as much of a
growth," Giles said.
home court as the P .E.
"Athletically we're very
young- only 22 years old building was, especially
after practicing on it.
basketball-wise. We
Giles stressed the point
started from scratch in
that the Nutter Center can
1970, the program was
be used for other things
built into a division II
besides sports.
power and is now very

"It (the Nutter Center)
will showcase the entire
university:· Giles said .
"It's truly multi-purpose."
Graduation is rumored
to take place in the Nutter
Center instead of at it's
usual place, the University
of Dayton, but that hasn't
been confirmed yet.
One thing is certain
though: the Nutter Center
will be the center of
attention when it opens its
doors in December.

Fun filled facts about the Ervin J. Nutter Center
* It takes up 260,000
sq. ft.: 180,00 for the main
arena and 80 ,000 for the
CJ. McLin Gym (the
smaller gym like the
auxiliary gym in the
current P.E. Building).
*The C.J. McLin gym
includes 500 fixed seats.
* The Nutter Center is
completely air-conditioned.
* It will have a eat
capacity of 13,000 (10,
632 of tho e are fixed). It
c n be caled down to
2,200 seats with telescopic
eating and curtain sy tern.
Seating can be changed
according to the type of
event that occurs.
* The basketball floor
will be a portable one.
* There will be five
courts for basketball.
* There is 70,000 sq. ft.
available for exhibit space.
* There will be a
recreational running track.
* A Total Fitness
Lifestyle room will be
included.
• The John Berry Sr.
Room will include banquet
seating for 300 persons
that has windows overlooking the main arena.
•There will be 12
dressing rooms.
• It will have "State of
the Art" color animated
scoreboard and message
center systems.
* Ticketmaster, a
computerized ticket system
serving as supplier and

Policies That Apply:
The Nutter Center's
policy regarding doors is
that they will open at least
one and a half hours prior to
event performance times.
Like most of the complexes on the campus of
Wright State University,
there will be no smoking in
any area of the facility that is
open to the public.

Support Services:
The Ervin J. Nutter
Center will be a full-service
facility for promoters, event
presenters, and patrons. It's
staff and management will
provide all services necessary to make any event a
success.

Ticket Information:
Currently it uses Ticketmaster, a full-service
computerized that provides
on-site ticket sales, as well
as outlet ticket sales. Tickets
Amy Pittenger, The Guardian
can also be purchased by
telephone with a mastercard
or visa by calling 1-800-525·

The Nutter Center as It nears Its completion.

5900.
ticket outlet source.
* Seven trucks can
unload at one time under
cover.
• There is 13,000 sq. ft.
of storage space.
* Dedicated seating for
mobility impaired persons
is set aside.

• There will be access
for the mobility impaired.
• The complex will
boast two elevators.
• There will be 13
concession stands.
* It will have a pressroom and a VIP press-•~

room.
* It will have a complete training room.
* There will be 14
corporate boxes.
* A complete sound
system.
• Classrooms and
laboratory space will be

included.
• There will be an 8acre lake on-site.
• First event: Wright
State men's basketball
game against Tennessee
State on Saturday, Dec. 1.
•Grand Opening: Dec.
15.
'.
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Current box office hours
are 10 a.m. to 6 p.m.
Monday through Friday, and
10 a.m. to 4 p.m. Saturday.
On event days it will be
open from IO a.m. until the
event time. Telephone orders
will be taken from 9 a.m. to
9 p.m. seven days a week.
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Raiders are
world travelers

California girl
returns from
beaches to WSU
volleyball court
Mike Sakal
Guest Writer
It just didn't seem like it
was supposed to tum out this
way for Wright Stale soph<r
more volleyball player Amy
Shennan.
It seemed like he would
have quit volleyball after
high school, blended in with
all the other kids at a nearby
college and maybe lived at
home.
But Shennan is a product
of her environment
She had never done anything more challenging on
the sandy summer beaches in
Manhattan Leach, Califomia
than work on a tan and get
high - on spikes - when she
wasn't working at Tower
Pizza in nearby West Chester, Calif.
"I was always at the beach
in the summer - when I
wasn't working," Silennan

said.
"Beach volleyball is becon:iing bigger and bigger.
So many people play, it's incredible. Football is okay.
Basketball is pretty popular

Cindy Horner
Sports Editor

because of our Lakers. I like
playing volleyball a lot It's
hard to give it up.
"I got offers from the
University of CalifomiaRiverside, the University of
Hawaii in Honolulu and
Loyola Marymount," Sherman said. "Loyola Marymount is about 10 minutes
from my house - I was just
too used to iL Linda Schoenstedt, Wright State's coach,
saw me play at a club tournament in California two years
ago and sent me a questionnaire. I filled it out and sent it
back to Wright State and they
recruited me. Getting a
chance to go away to college
is something you don't get to
do much."
Shennan gave up the
beach - for now - but the
volleyball net hasn't lost its
hold on her. She's a California girl in the land of the
Midwest farmer' s daughter.
The 5 foot 11 " outside
hitter helped the Raiders to a
28-10 record last year by
playing in 35 matches. Sherman notched 120 kills,
served 23 aces, scraped for
123 digs and had two solo

Amy Sherman
blocks with 14 block assists.
She had three matches where
she's recorded 12 kills: first
against SL Louis, where she
came off the bench to help
save the match, and also
against Tulane and New Orleans.
Her stats are slowly piling up and it's possible that
she could work her way into
the starting lineup this year.
'Tm workin' on it," said
Shennan of cracking the
starting six. "This year, I'm
trying to cut down on my
mistakes. Last year, I'd
sometimes make a mistake
and get mad at myself. I'm
improving my jump serve.
Last year, I didn't have it
down good enough."
"I'm working hard, trying
to help keep the team up.
We'd like to have a better
season than we did last year
and make the post season
Women's Invitational Volsee "Beaches" on page 13
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the following day.
On Aug. 28, they will
face the Swedish national
team and then wrap things
Add some more patches up in Sweden with another
to those to suitcases, the
date with Taby on the 29th.
Raiders are going to ScanFrom Sweden, they will
dinavia.
fly into Denmark's capital
Wright State's men's
city, Copenhagen and
basketball team is going to
remain there for four days
make a visit to some
to play Copenhagen.
Scandinavian countries to
"The trip will give us a
play some games in late
chance to learn some things
August. They will come
about the team," Brown
back Labor Day evening.
said. "The last time we
This will be their second went, we only won four
trip out of the country. Five games but we had a 28-4
years ago, the men's
season."
basketball team went on a
There will be 11 players
24-day trip to Germany,
going. Two Raiders are
Holland and France.
ineligible for the trip,
"We found out that the
sophomore Renaldo O'Neal
24-day trip was too long,"
and freshman Andy Holdersaid Jim Brown, the
man. Both will be eligible
assistant men's basketball
when it comes time to
coach. "So this time we're
practice for the regular
only going for 14 days."
season on Oct. 15.
The Raiders will fly out
of Ohio on Aug. 21 and
The NCAA rules allow a
land in Stolkholm, Sweden
team to take a trip once
and stay there for nine days. every year. If a team
They will play against
decides to take a trip they
teams that are in the
are allotted ten practices
suberbs of Stolkholm. Their and ten games, but the
first game is against Taby
Raiders will only have nine
on the 23rd. They will play practices and eight games.
Alvick on the 25th, Solna
"The team will live
the 26th, and Sojatale on
together, eat together, and

get to know each other for
the next 14 days," Brown
said. "Of course we want to
win, but were not going to
play to win. We're more
interested in how they play
together. It will give us (the
coaches) a chance to try
new things. Being together
makes a difference. We
want them to play as a unit.
You can't measure how
much this helps."
The teams they will face
will be older and more
experienced. Brown said
the teams they will play
will take the games more
seriousl~s.

"We won't practice
much, it will be like vacalion, but we'll be playing
game" Brown said. "We
want them to see as much
as possible.
"It will be an adjustment," Brown continued.
"The biggest difference will
be the food. Sometimes
things (activities other than
basketball) will be organized and other times they'll
be able to go on their own.
We're not going to let them
sit in the hotel."
On Sept 3, the team
will fly back home to the
good 'ol U_:_S~f A:

People who have
weighed the advantages
feel about 9 million
pounds lighter.

THE GUARDIAN NEEDS WRITERS
FOR All DEPARTMENTS-;
FOR MORE INFORMATION CALL

873-~505 OR STOP BY ROOM

OLl6 IN THE UNIVfRSITY CENTER.
The HMR Fasting Program from Greene Memorial
Hospital· medically su pervised weight loss

aw.o~-----""'-A.........__ _____..,.._......__..

Whether your weight loss gocll i.., 40 pounds or 140 pounds, the medically supervised
ia~ting program from GMH can lwlp . Hundreds of thousands of people nationwide have
lo~t an average oi 49.8 pound~ Jdding uµ to over 9,000,000 unwanted pounds .
You won't think oi the HMR f J~ting Program as a diet because it isn't. It's a serious
weight management program th..it u~<'.., J liquid protein drink and educational and
behavioral training so you'll not only lo~c the weight you want, you'll learn how to make
sure it stays lost. .. for a lifetime!

WEIGH THE ADVANTAGES FOR YOURSELF ... CALL 429-7322 FOR MORE
INFORMATION . THE HMR FASTING PROGRAM.
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I
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BEAVERVIEW HEALTH CENTER
3095 Dayton-Xenia Road
Beavercreek, Ohio
A service of Greene Memorial Hospit.11

Attention Staff: Your insurance may pay for this.

Wright State Sports Briefs
September 18. Registration fonns can be picked up at the
athletic department in theP.E. Building.

Scholarships Available
Over 100,000 collegiate scholarships are available each
year to male and female high school and junior college student
athletes. Contrary to popular belief, students don't have to be
All-State to qualify.
Much of this money goes unused. A new publication with
foons, sample letters, how to go about receiving an athletic
scholarship, including college and conference li tings, is al o
available.
For detail on how to receive an athletic scholarship, send
a large self-addressed, stamped envelope to The Sports
Foundation ,612A Willow Dr.,P.O. 940,0akhurst, NJ.
07755.

Let the Games Begin

The Guardian will not be printing again' till school starts
but sports will begin at Wright State. Some fall sports begin in
August. Here is a schedule of the games that will be played
before the fall quarter begins: Wright State's women's
volleyball team will start the season off in We tern Illinois in
an invitational tournament that will last for two days on Aug.
31 and Sept 1. The time has yet to be detennined. On Sept. 2,
the netters will travel to Bradley for a 2 p.m. match then they
will host their own invitational tournament, the WSU Clas ic
on Sept. 7 and 8, the time is not yet detennined. On Sept. 11
they will travel to Kentucky to face the Wild Cats for a 7 p.m.
match.
Swimming Lesson Offered
Wright State's men's soccer team will play two exhibition
Tennis Tryouts Set
games: one on Aug. 24. at Miami at 3 p.m. and the other on
If anyone on campus is intereslt"-0 in going out for Wright
Wright State is offering a swim class for children of ages 4 Aug. 28 at Kentucky. They will host the Diadora Classic on
Sept 1-2, each day starting at noon. The Classic will feature
State's Tennis Team. they shouldcontactCharliePainterat
to 18. The students will be placed into groups based on their
all Ohio teams, Xavier, Miami, Cincinnati. on Sept 7, Wright
the athletic department in the University at 873-2771. Tennis ability and they change groups as they improve. The lessons
State will hostEvansvilleat5 p.m.; on Sept 12, Wilmington at
tryouts are Sept 12-14. If interested, you must have a physical are given by experienced instructors who have Wat.er Safety
3p.m.
prior to the tryout dates. Also, anyone interested in running
Certificates. All lessons will be given at the pool in the
Wright State's women's soccer team will first travel to St
track can also contact the athletic department
Physical Education Building at Wright State on Tuesday,
Joseph's
in Indiana for a 2 p.m. game on Sept. 2. The followSept 21 through Thursday, Nov. 1 with a fee of $45. All of the
State will host Wisconsin-Milwaukee at 1 p.m.
ing
day
Wright
classes are offered on Tuesdays and Thursdays. Here is a
Then on Sept 9, they will travel to Wisconsin for a 1 p.m.
schedule
of
the
classes:
Beginning
sections
are
offered
at
four
Softball Tryouts are in the Fall
game.
different times- 5 to 5:40 p.m., 5:45 to 6:25 p.m., 6:30to7:10
The Cross Country team will only have one meet before
Wright State's softball team will play a fall schedule this
p.m. and 7: 15 to 7:55 p.m.; intermediate and precompetitive
school starts and that will be on Sept 5, at4 p.m. at Butler.
year. Therefore, decisions will be made on players for the
sections have two sessions, from 7 to 7:40 p.m. and 7:45 to
The golf team will have their first match on Sept. 10 when
regular season during the fall games. There will be a team
8:25 p.m. and the introduction to diving section is from 7:45 to
they will play 18 holes at the Indianapolis Invitational.
meeting on Sept 17. Tryouts are throughout the fall season.
8:25. AU participants must be registered for classes by

Football season is almost here

s

episode of Batman, it's the
beginning of a new football
season described in John
Madden language.
A breeze is in the air and
soon a football will be flying
through, too. High school
Cind Horner
football begins Aug. 24 and
Sports Editor
pro football begins on Sept.
9 when the Bengals open
Biff, barn, boom, pow, against the New York Jets in
sock! No it's not another "the Jungle," and the

Browns meet the Pittsburgh
Steelers in "the Dawg
Pound."
Even Wright State looks
prepared for the football
season. There is no football
on this campus. but from the
looks of it during the weeks
of band camp you'd think
otherwise. With all the
chalk lines down for a football field and every band

SERA-TEC BIOLOGICALS
PLASMA CENTER

QUICK & EASY

playing their own rendition
of the National Anthem the
memories are coming back.
Seeing Hank Williams.
Jr. back on the set singing
"all my rowdy friends are
back on Monday night," ahhhh those memories. I can
just smell the pizza that
comes right around 9 p.m .
every Monday during the
football season. The smells

and sounds of football are omen? Past first-rounders
have not always turned out
right around the comer.
Yes, the fans are ready well for the Bengals, but
but the question lies within maybe that was because
the teams. Are the Bengals they didn't sign them on
and Browns ready for the time.
The Browns thought
football season?
The Bengals did sign they would have a stable of·
their first-round draft fensive line by bringing
choice, which is a first for back center Mike Baab, but
them in a while, but could a center can't be a whole
this be a blessing or an
see "Football" on page 13

WANTE

I

NEW AUTOMATED SYSTEM
NEW MODERN FACILITY
NEW LOCATION
$15 CASH

3909 SALEM AVE.
278-8800

Call 873-2505 for details.
/
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Blues
continued from page 8

the house. Furthermore,
jazz musicians could perform in many clubs, but
were not allowed to join the
white audience and watch
the other performers.
It was not until the Bebop era in the 1940s that
Norman Granz, a white
man, demanded respect for
the musicians he managed.
Using insistent resistance,
Granz and hi mu icians
staged the first, lunch
counter sit-down, an action
th at became an activist
norm country wide. Eventually, per i tence enabled
Granz's musicians to eat in
the best restaurants, sleep
in the best hotels and travel
in com fort.
The muscle of Spike
Lee' s film making ability
seem s wasted in "Mo'
Better Blues." Still, the
movie does manage to
portray a few timeless
morals. By the end, B leek
and Giant discover that a
family and a solid relationship are more important
than ambition, and that
compulsive behavior such
as gambling can be overcome.

Jack
continued from page 8

on the exploitation of Los
Angeles water, oil and air
probably will not happen.
"It doesn't seem
likely," Nicholson says.
He will direct again,
though, combining acting
and directing "at least
until people aren't interested in me as an actor."
But for now,
Nicholson doesn't know
what he ' ll do next. His
desk is clean for the first
time in two years and he
says he relishes a chance
to be truly off work for a
while.
Recently , he has had a
heavy dose of tabloid
attention because of the
breakup of his long
romance with Anjelica
Huston and the birth o f a
daughter by Rebecca
Broussard, who plays his
secretary in "Two Jakes."
He is tight-lipped on
the~ subjects. He says
he is a doting dad with

Beaches
continued from page 11

leyball Championship at the
end of the year."
The Raiders began practicing Monday in the PE
Building. Sherman and her
father, Lance Sherman made
the four-day from California
by car. Last year, her father
was fortunate enough to see
Amy play in the WSU Classic
and in Louisiana.
The summer will soon be
gone, but for Sherman, the
ound of echoing volleyball
is like hearing a choru of
familiar friends.
"I'm getting adjusted to
different kinds of passing and

seen it snow."
Back home, Sherman
played all the major sports at
Bishop Montgomery, a Class
SA school which has one of
the best high school teams on
the west coast Her senior
year, the Knights advanced to
the prestigious California
Volleyball Invitational.
Sherman, a business major, lives the farthest away of
any of the volleyball players.
She was a ruby in a mountain
of rocks that WSU Head
Coach Linda Schoenstedt
picked out in the summer of
'88 at a junior club tournament in California.
"I saw her play and I liked
her," Schoenstedt said. "She
had polished skills, she was a
good passer and she could
jump well. I thought she'd be
a good athlete that would fit
well into our program. I wrote
her down as a player to contact
for the 1989 recruiting season.
"A lot of strange things
happened. We weren't looking for an outside hitter at first
for the season ('89), but then I
saw where our hitter ranks
were looking a little thin. So,
she'll be playing a major
role ... it takes a small amount
of time to adjust from beach
volleyball to inside volleyball.
The beach helped her be a
stronger player."
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Strange Fraternity Football
continued from page 7

continued from page 3

continued from page 12

player's imagination. No
one actually fights. Rolling a
pair of dice is the most
strenuous activity. All
combat is done with dice and
paper.
Role playing games can
have settings as diverse as
Medieval Europe, a haunted
Scottish Manor, the Star
Wars saga, B-movie horror
films, post apocalyptic earth,
space travel and, of course,
an underground labyrinth.
No matter what type of game
you want to play: comical,
mysterious, science fiction,
swashbuckling, Batman, , or
classic swords and sorcery,
you can find it at Gen Con.
Over a dozen Wright
State student went to Gen
Con this year. The Adventurers Guild, the WSU
gaming group organized the

Mexico State University,
Southern Methodist University (Dallas) and
Arizona State University
(at Tempe), have indicated
an interest in opening
chapters of the fraternity
on their campuses.
For now, members
aren't concentrating very
heavily on recruiting,
Vasquez says.
"We really don't want
to get too big," Vasquez
says. "We'd like to start
off small."
The fraternity is obtaining insurance and eventually will focus on getting a
house.
For now, meetings will
take place in one of the
residence halls. In the fall,
they will take place in the
UA
Student Union.
trip.
says that
Vasquez
Wright State University
several
months
before the
will be hosting a smaller
fraternity
became
official,
convention that could give
members
participated
in
you a taste of what gaming is
fund-raising
and
voterall about. On October 27,
1990 the Adventurers Guild registration drives in
South Tucson.
will be holding their first
(Gabriela C. Rico
convention. Come enjoy
writes
for the Tucson
and explore the fascinating
Citizen.)
world of gaming.

line. With the retirement of
two key offensive lineman,
Cody Risien and Ricky
Bolden, Bernie Kosar may
not even survive training
camp.
The Bengals may have a
better chance to win the
AFC Central this season
with the schedule they will
take on. It's a little bit easier
than last year's, since they
were the last place finishers
in the AFC Central. They
will face the likes of the
New York Jets, the New
England Patriots, the New
Orleans Saints, the Indiandefenses," Sherman said.
apolis Colts and the San
"Playing outdoor volleyball is
Francisco 49ers at home
more fun. It's a lot harder to
along with their usual
jump in the sand, but when
league games, then play the
you' re playing on the beach,
San Diego Chargers, the
you 're not afraid to go all out
Seattle Seahawks, the Los
You' re not as afraid to dive for
Angeles Rams, the Atlanta
the ball as you would be playFalcons, and the Los Angeing inside. It's easier to come
les Raiders on the road. The
back and play indoor volleyBengals and the Browns
ball after you've played it
have two Monday night
outside.
games on the schedule, one
''I'm also getting adjusted
of which they will play in a
to studying and the weather,
head-to-head combat on
here. In the 50s is as cold as it
Oct. 22, in Cleveland.
gets back home. I saw it snow
The Browns will see a
for the first time. I've seen
little tougher schedule.
pictures of snow, but I'd never
They will host the likes of
the San Diego Chargers, the
Buffalo
Bills, the Miami
Platt, as the least daring of
well-lighted, up-to-date
the 4-month-old baby, but
Dolphins,
and the Los Anthe experimenters; Julia
medical school, these
won't get specific. "I do
Rams.
On the road
geles
Roberts,
as
the
student
modern-day tudents labor
what fathers do." But he
New York
they
will
face
the
with
the
most
intellectual
in a medieval, darkly shadcontinued from page 8
says he is loving the
Jets,
the
Kansas
City
Chiefs,
curiosity
about
life
after
owed building, draped
experience.
the Denver Broncos, the
the world of the living.
death; and Kiefer Sutherinexplicably with large
If there is a "Batman
New Orleans Saints, and the
The script by Peter
land as the strongly
sheets of clear plastic, and
2" in his future, he says,
San Francisco 49ers. Plus
emotional, risk-taking
Filardi makes fascinating
filled with the clutter of a
he doesn't know about it. points about the ways the
they will play all their usual
leader of the group.
construction site.
But he admits that it
league games.
bad behavior of our past In addition, Kimberly
The reasoning is
sounds more right than
In the last five games of
Scott contributes an effecespecially toward other
obvious - too obvious:
not since the original was people - can come back
tive supporting portrayal as the season both the Bengals
"Flatliners" is a fable, so
such a success.
and the Browns will have a
to affect us. It's the story
let's set in it the world of a a woman who was treated
He would be a more
rough road to travel especruelly by Kevin Bacon's
of "what goes around
fable.
svelte Joker, since
cially if they boast a good
comes around," cleverly
character when they were
It would have been far
Nicholson looks slimmer
record when that time
staged as a dark, spiritual
both youngsters.
more affecting and excitthan he has in a decade.
There is much to admire comes. Each team will have
fable.
ing, though, to place the
He proudly shows off his
three league games to play
about "Flatlineis," espeThe obscure title comes fable within a realistic
trim look but is adamant
within the last five weeks of
cially
the
film's
intriguing
from the electronic device
context; putting the
about not discussing it.
the
season.
that monitors a pulse in a
narrative,
and
its
surprismedical students in a real
"My diet is a state
Since the National Footing, uncynical emphasis on
hospital room - when a
medical school, saving the
secret. I resent people
ball League has changed the
the possibilities of kindperson dies, the wavy line
surreal textures strictly for
who want to talk about
ness and forgiveness. With rules for the number of
turns flat. Thus, people
their moments in the
your diet instead of your
a bit more daring, and less- teams eligible to make it in
who die are "flatliners."
hereafter.
movie."
the play-offs, maybe Ohio
The script's originality
obvious choices in visual
The performances by
But he is allowed to
fans will see both teams
is badly undermined,
the quintet of young actors, textures, it might really
be curmudgeonly because however, by the film's
going.
have been something
however, is first-ratehe is Jack Nicholson,
All they need to do is
special.
surreal style. Director
William Baldwin as a
scree n icon. Tha t makes
make
all the right moves.
Surreal warts and all,
Schumacher has chosen to
young Lothario who plays
him smile:
set " Flatliners" in a nether- too flippantly with the
it's still one of the more
DID YOU KNOW?
" Icon is j ust a syllable world not unlike that seen
unusual and inventive
hearts of young women;
or two away from being
When a player in the
in his earlier vampire film, Kevin Bacon as the
movies of the summer.
an iconoclast."
NFL
crawls with the ball,
(Jack
"The Lost Boys." Thus,
Garner
writes
the
skeptical, most levelheaded
(Tom Green writes for instead of a believable,
official
can call a fivean
Rochester
Democrat
and
of the students; Oliver
USA TODAY.)
yard penalty.
Chronicle)

Flatliners
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When asked if he
thought the Iraqi people
would rise against Saddam, Bu-Khalaf answered,
continued from page 1
"I think when Iraqis think
they are in trouble they
ROOMATE
WANTEDHELP WANTED - Chief
Beavercreek Ranch, l 0
He said the Kuwaiti
will do that. They've been
Photographer for The
min. to WSU, Fully
embassy in Washington
cursed; I don't know."
Guardian. Pays 3I 4
furnished with laundry
D.C. has called him and
Another WSU student,
stpend (approximately
has asked him whether he
facility. $330/month.
Ashraf
Fakhouri, also a
$600 per quarter).
Available Now. Call 426- wants to stay in the United member of the WSU
Coll 873-2505 for more
7791 .
States or go back to
Moslem Student Organizainformation.
Kuwait.
tion, is concerned about
"I have to tell them
Middle Eastern friends
WRITERS- The Guardian
GUARANTEED FINANCIAL soon ," Bu-Khalaf said.
who attend WSU but may
Is always in search of
ASSISTANCE. No
Bu-Khalaf would like not for long because funds
wrtters for all depts.
Restrictions. 6-25
Americans to under tand
are cut off from them .
We offer journalism
Sourc es. Call l -9CX)- 346- that some poor people are
"Most students cannot
experience and
GRAN<D
attracted to Saddam
receive funds from Saudi
bexperience using the
Hu ein' bid for power in Arabia and Kuwait," said
Macintosh Computer.
the Middle Ea t. "They
Fakhouri. He explained
Call 873-2505 for details Resumes Professionoly
may
like Saddam," Buthat the Dinar, the Kuwati
Typeset.25 resumes for
Khalaf said, "but they
form of currency, has
$15. Call now for on
PHOTOGRAPHERSdon't know him ." Those
decreased in value.
appointment. lnprint
Become a
who live in poverty need a
Fakhouri, a 23 year-old
298-9500.
photographer for The
Saddam-figure, explained
electrical engineering
Guardian and learn
major, has friends and
about photojournalism . Coll 873-2505 for details Bu-Khalaf.
Call 8 73-2505 for det a ils on placing a Classified.

family in both Saudi
Arabia and Kuwait.
Money from the company
where his father works in
Kuwait was seized by the
Iraqis, but a Dayton-area
brother has heard from his
father.
Fakhouri said he is
nearly finished with his
undergraduate studies, so
he is a bit more fortunate
than other Moslem students.
"I might get money for
school; most of my friends
cannot," he said.
He does not look kindly
on the American presense
in Saudi Arabia.
"The U .S. should not
be in Saudi Arabia," he
said.
Fakhouri, who has
lived in the United States
for five years, said Islam
forbids fighting and war,

and he finds non-Moslems
helping Moslems against
Moslems especially ludicrous. He said he does not
believe Iraq will invade
Saudi Arabia, or that they
would have at any time.
"He would have
invaded earlier if he was
going to," said Fakhouri.
Fakhouri believes the
American presense in the
area will create more antiAmerican resentment.
Fakhouri declined to
comment on whether he
felt Saddam was evil. He
stressed that he hoped the
crisis would end peacefully, and said that if
tension does continue, he
thought there would be
fewer Moslems here at
WSU and throughout the
U.S. this time next year.
"No one wants war,"
he said.

Family

Every night

continued from page 2

permanently unconscious
it.ate, or is conscious but
1as irreversible brain
lam age.
To be valid, the living
~ill would have to be
igned in the pre ence of
-w·o or more witnes es
vho also ign the docu nent and attest that the
naker i competent. At
1ny time, the living will
·ould be revoked or
11odified by the maker.
As a safeguard against
nisuse, the living will
vould not be effective
mtil both of the follow ng condition are me t: 1)
he maker is unable to
·omprehend or make
lecisions regarding
nedical treatment and 2)
tt least two physicians
letermine that the patient
s in a terminal condition ,
, pennanently uncon cious state or is suffering
rreversible brain damage.

AUGUST 20 AT FLAMINGO'S IN CENTERVILLE
FROM 7:00 pm - Close
AUGUST 22 AT NOBLE ROMAN'S IN HUBER
HEIGHTS FROM 6:00-9:00pm
.:· ...=;
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~ Bikini Contest with $75 cash prize.

[1!0

I Sat. I

10 Sessions
Only $25.95

$1.00 off for WSU students with WSU l.D.'s
Dance, mix, and m lng les with Selectrlcutlon.
Bikin i Contest $75 cash prize.

19 ----------------~

1 Month for $39.95
2 Months for $69.95
Just 5 minutes from
Wright State and WPAFB

95 E. Dayton-Yellow
Springs Rd.

1~ $2 Discount :
For WSU :
1 cANoE RENTAL
Students 1

:il1MM?fi1
I
I
I
I
I

0 2 TO 8 HOUR TRIPS
0 INDIVIDUAL
RATES

a:

GROUP

0 OPEN 7 DAYS A WEEK
PIG ROAST
0 HAY RIDES
.J LITTI..E MIA.MI RIVER

I
Call 848-4812 I
FYFFE'S BELLBROOK
I
CANOE RENTAL
I
3234 WASHINGTON MILL RD. I

Call 879-7303
BELLBROOK, omo
'----------L
________________
~

WANTED ••

photographe~s

for
The Guardian.
call 873 - 2505 for details

LOOKING
FORA
ROOMATE?
Try Placing
A Classified
Ad.

Advertise
It In
The
Guardian
CALL 873-2507 FOR DETAILS
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IBM

announces
an enhancement
tothePS/2.
A high-speed
loan.
• k
1
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If you're like most students, you're often running on empty when it
comes to ready cash. ThatS why we\e come up wi'th the IBM PS/2®

Loan for Learning. It's easy. Its fast. And it's affordable.
Interest rates are substantially lower than those of most consumer
loans. Just 1.5°/o above the Prime Rate (as published in The fVall

Street Journal).
Qualified students (or their parents), faculty and stafft can borrow from $1,500 to
$8,000 for the purchase of an IBM Personal System/2~*
The one-page application makes it as easy as applying for
a credit canl.
Pay for your PS/2 in easy bites. Take five years to repay.
Choose from two payment plans: Standard (fixed) or
Graduated. Under the Graduated plan, you pay as little as
$33.32 a month** for a PS/2 Model 30 286 preloaded
with software.
Heres the smart way to get the money you need . for
the PS/2 you need. Visit your campus outlet for ar•
application or call the Nellie Mac Loan I li>tline at
l (800) 634-9308.
Call your c oll egiate representative at 873-3385 for more inform ation.
fThe loan otter is ava1lab6e only to Quahhed students. lacuttv and staff who putchase IBM PS/2's lhfough partic1pa11ng campus outlets
·Applicants must ha-.e a com01ned minimum annual income ot $20.000 to be elig10le.
··The monthly payment 1s Oased upon 100% financing repaid 1n 60 monlhly 1ns1a11men1s based on the chart t>elow ana includes lhe
1% guarantee tee. The interest ra1e IS variable. sub,ect 10 change each month.
Amount

Monrhs

~
S2.322 22

.!.!£

Monlhs
1336

MonlhS
3760

~
$33.32
$42 90
$76 68
12 37~
,• IBM. PS/2 and ~son~ System/2 are reg1slered trademarks ot lnlemahonat 8uS1ness MacrllneS C0<porahoo @IBM Corp 1989
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